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BUILT  
FOR THE 

PROS

THE FIRESTONE ADVANTAGE
Firestone Ride-Rite™ air springs provide the 

ultimate comfort, confidence, and control.
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AIR HELPER SPRINGS

Precision-engineered leveling
Firestone air springs are specifically designed to fit on your vehicle and provide an array of benefits. Use the 
application guide beginning on page 11 to determine which air spring product is designed for your vehicle. Enjoy easy 
installation and the smooth ride, improved stability, and safer load-carrying capacity offered by the original air spring.

  Control the air pressure in the air springs 
for varying loads and road conditions

  Spring performance can be altered as 
easily as inflating a tire

  Made of durable and elastic polyurethane

  Carrying capacity up to 2,000 lbs and  
70 PSIG* per set (on select kits)

    Designed to work in temperatures 
between -40˚F (-40˚C) and 180˚F (82˚C)

*DO NOT EXCEED THE VEHICLE’S RECOMMENDED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING (GVWR)

  Firestone’s most popular and 
comprehensive air spring line

  Maximizes the vehicle’s safe load-
carrying capacity, stability, ride quality, 
and brake effectiveness

  Most kits are No-Drill systems that 
easily install in 1-2 hours

  Supports up to 5,000 lbs. per set*

THE ORIGINAL
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THE LATEST PRODUCTS

PUT THE 
POWER IN 

YOUR HANDS

Control your air springs with your phone.

EASY INSTALLATION

FREE AIR PRESSURE CONTROL APP FOR IOS AND ANDROID

MOUNT-ANYWHERE COMPRESSOR AND ECU

2 MEMORY PRESETS

MANUAL INFLATION OPTION

SEE PAGE 6 FOR AIR COMMAND™ PRODUCTS

See air accessories chart on page 6RIDE-RITE™ WIRELESS APP KIT - 2610
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INSTANT 
AIR SPRING 
CONTROL

Air Command™ brings the controls to your fingertips
Firestone Air Command systems provide an instant air source for air suspension 
products. Adjust the ride for various load and road conditions with a flip of a switch, 
a click on a remote, or a tap on your phone. Individual air accessory components are 
also available, including compressors, air tanks, and mounting solutions. 
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Which Air Command™ system is best for you?
Determine which power level is best for your use, then select the control system for the corresponding kit number.

AIR COMMAND™ SYSTEMS

*For more details on compressor specs, see chart on page 38.
† Note that the 2610 kit cannot be used with a tank or compressor other than 9523.

Mounting plate kits make your installation a breeze.  
See page 36 to match your selected mounting plate number from above.

1. POWER

Kit grade choices STANDARD DUTY HEAVY DUTY EXTREME DUTY

Kit description

Best for moderate usage,  
including towing boats,  
trailers 20’ or smaller,  

and medium loads

Best for 8-lug trucks, trailers 
larger than 20’, slide-in 

campers, and heavy loads

Best for Heavy Duty uses, 
plus off-road tire or truck tire 
inflation. Includes 2-gallon 

air tank and 25’ air hose

Air spring types Ride-Rite™ & Coil-Rite™ Ride-Rite™ & RED Ride-Rite™ & RED

Frequency of use 
and load weight

Max PSI 100 150 150

Fill time* 0-30 PSI : 17 sec.
0-60 PSI : 42 sec.

0-30 PSI : 14 sec.
0-60 PSI : 35 sec.

0-30 PSI : 7 sec.
0-60 PSI : 18 sec.

Compressor  
included in kit  9523  9499   9287

Tank & air hose
included in kit

Not included Not included 9420  2311

2. CONTROL

SINGLE 
ANALOG

2158
Mounting Plate: 2612

2097
Mounting Plate: 2497

2543
Mounting Plate: 2530

WIRELESS
APP†

2610
Mounting Plate: 2612 Not available Not available

 

DUAL 
ANALOG

2178
Mounting Plate: 2612

2219
Mounting Plate: 2497

2549
Mounting Plate: 2530

F3 WIRELESS 2581
Mounting Plate: 2588

2590
Mounting Plate: 2588

2592
Mounting Plates: 2588 & 2530

Single-leveling system choices
Controls both air springs equally.

Dual-leveling system choices
Control each air spring independently or equally.
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All-In-One kits come with air springs, a compressor, air accessories, 
and all components for install. Choose F3 Wireless or Analog.
• One part number for easy ordering

• Recommended: No-Drill Air Accessory mounting kit (page 36)

Dual Leveling

RIDE-RITE™ F3 WIRELESS ALL-IN-ONE KIT See application guide starting on page 11

Wireless
air control
via remote

GET THE  
COMPLETE  
PACKAGE

Dual  
Leveling
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Single  
Leveling

See application guide starting on page 11RIDE-RITE™ ANALOG ALL-IN-ONE KIT

Analog control with pressure gauge

ALL-IN-ONE KITS

GET THE  
COMPLETE  
PACKAGE

*No-Drill applies to the air spring component installation. 
To accomplish No-Drill for entire installation, purchase an Air Accessory mounting kit on page 36.
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Most six-inch lifts only have four inches of lift in the rear to level out the truck.  
This holds true for the shorter lift kits as well. If you are unsure about the spacer 
needed for your application, visit riderite.com/contact-us for support.

UPPER BRACKET

Measure while truck has all four wheels on ground or jack stands
MEASURE YOUR SPACING

MEASURE X, USE
DISTANCE BETWEEN

BRACKETS 
IN CHART BELOW

LOWER BRACKET

AIR SPRING AT 
DESIGNED HEIGHT
(SEE MANUAL)

LIFT SPACER

“GET SOME AIR” 
HAS A NEW 
MEANING

Spacers for your lifted applications
Lift spacers can be used with most Ride-Rite™ air spring kits, but not with Coil-Rite™ 
kits. The lift spacer needs to match the amount of lift added to the rear of your 
vehicle. Note that a six-inch lift does not mean you need a six-inch lift spacer!
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LIFT SPACERS*

Distance between brackets Lift spacer height Lift spacer number

6.5" - 7.5" 1.25" 2536 (PACKAGES OF 2)

7.5" - 8.5" 2" 2366 (PACKAGES OF 2)

8.5" - 9.5" 3" 2367 (PACKAGES OF 2)

9.5" - 10.5" 4" 2370 (PACKAGES OF 2)

11.5" - 12.5" 6" 2374 (PACKAGES OF 2)

LIFTED APPLICATIONS

*May void Firestone warranty if incorrectly installed or wrong spacer is selected.
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TOW LIKE 
A PRO

Standard air springs – up to 100 PSI
Ride-Rite is the original air spring provider, offering a wide variety of load-leveling solutions. Spring types include 
double convoluted, reversible sleeve, and tapered sleeve. Use this section to determine replacement air springs or 
the right air spring for your custom build.

268C

Compressed Height 2.80"
Extended Height 7.00"

Ride Height 4.50"- 5.50"
Max. Diameter 6.40"

1,600 lbs. per air spring*

6764 6762 6766

3/8"-16 x 3/4"
STUDS

3/8"-16 x 3/4"
STUDS

1.75"

3/8"-16 x 3/4"
STUDS

3/8"-16 x 5/8"
BLINDNUT

1.75"

1/8 NPT
5/8" - 18 x .88"
COMBO STUD

3/8" - 16 x 5/8"
BLINDNUT

*Load is nominal @ 100 PSI. Load will vary with height & pressure. Values shown are at ride height.
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CONTROL PANELS

How do I know if I need a pneumatic or an 
electric control panel?
•  Pneumatic control panels are used in systems  

that utilize tanks and pull air from the tank 

•  Electric control panels activate the compressor 
directly and do NOT require a tank

What is the difference between single and 
dual control panels?
•  Single control panels inflate and deflate one pair  

of air springs

•  Dual control panels inflate and deflate two 
individual air springs or two pairs

METAL CONTROL PANELS

Single control Dual control Monitoring only

4.38" x 2.75" 5.75" x 2.75" 3" x 2.75"

Pneumatic
Replacement 

gauge
(2.03" dia.)

Pneumatic
Replacement 

gauge
(2.07" dia.)

Monitoring gauge

White 2225 9181 White 2241 9201 White 2196

Black 2149 Black 2145

Electric
Replacement 

gauge
(2.03" dia.)

Electric
Replacement 

gauge
(2.07" dia.)

White 2229 9181
White 2260 9201

Black 2191

PLASTIC CONTROL PANELS

Single control Dual control

5.25" x 2.73" 6.50" x 2.9"

Pneumatic
Replacement 

gauge
Pneumatic

Replacement 
gauge

White 2570 9181 White 2574 9201

Electric
Replacement 

gauge
Electric

Replacement 
gauge

White 2572 9181 White 2576 9201

Control panel service parts
Add control panels to existing air supply setups to offer air pressure control at the flip of a switch.  
See important note below about electric and pneumatic options.

REPLACEMENT SWITCH - ALL CONTROL PANELS

Pneumatic 9074 - With air tank

Electric 9039 - No air tank
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Q: Where can I buy your product?
A:  Most good truck and RV accessory shops carry our product. 

You can also find local retailers in the “Where To Buy” 
section of www.riderite.com.  

Q:   How do I remove my air line from the push-to-connect 
fitting without damaging the fitting?

A:  Push the air line toward the body of the fitting. This will also 
force the collett, or collar, of the air fitting toward the fitting 
body. Hold the collett against the fitting, using a 5/16" open 
end wrench, and then pull the air line out after the collett 
releases the air line.

Q:  Will this raise or lower the ride height of my truck?
A:  No, the Ride-Rite™ kits are designed to work in the original 

suspension height and configuration. Changes to height 
can hurt performance or allow the parts to be stretched 
or compressed beyond their capability. The result is a 
premature failure.

Q: Does this allow my truck to carry more weight?
A:  Absolutely not. Only the vehicle manufacturer can set 

the GVWR. Even with the air springs, you have the same 
brakes, axles, bearings, and frame stiffness, which in part 
determines the vehicle’s load capability. The Ride-Rite™ air 
springs simply allow you to carry the maximum capacity of 
your truck more comfortably and without suspension sag 
(and the poor handling that comes with it).

Q: How long will the kit last?
A:  The life expectancy depends on a variety of factors, 

including heat, environmental conditions, and how 
hard you are using your vehicle. Due to our superior 
construction and rubber compounds, which are the same 
as we use on our Airide™ commercial vehicle air springs, it 
is not unusual to see the Firestone air springs last for 4 or 5 
years. When they weather-check (or dry-rot), like a tire, they 
need to be replaced. 

Q:  Will this make my rough ride go away?
A:    When the vehicle is loaded, the air helper springs help the 

existing suspension carry the load and improve the ride 
a great deal. With the minimum pressure in an unloaded 
vehicle, there will be no change to the ride. 

Q: Will it work for a lifted vehicle?
A:  We have lifted kits available for some applications. Please 

see page 9 for our lifted applications.

Q:  My system loses over 5 pounds of air a week. 
How do I find the leak?

A:  Mix a solution of soap and water (about 1/5 liquid soap to 
4/5 water) and spray it on the air line fittings, air spring, and 
compressor body and head (if you have an air compressor). 
If the fittings are leaking at the threads, tighten them or 
apply thread sealant. If the fitting is leaking at the air line, 
remove the air line, re-cut it squarely, and re-insert. If the air 
spring is leaking, send a picture to rrtech@fsip.com to see if 
it is covered under warranty.

Q: Where can I buy air line or fittings?
A:  Commercial vehicle shops carry DOT rated tubing or you 

can order them from your local retailer. Part numbers are on 
pages 39-41.

Q: Can I add a “T” fitting to inflate both air springs equally?
A:  Yes, but adding a “T” fitting will not allow you to level side-

to-side and will allow air to go from one side to the other, 
which sacrifices some of the stability that the Ride-Rite™ kit 
adds. Firestone does not include "T" fittings in most kits for 
this reason.

Q: Do I have to add an air compressor?
A:  No, the kit comes with 2 inflation valves, one for each side 

of the vehicle. The inflation valves are the same as are used 
on a tire. When you check your tires monthly, check your air 
spring pressure as well. You can add air using any means 
you would use to inflate your tires. Your local Firestone Tire 
and Service center provides free compressed air to their 
customers.

Q: Do I have to mount my compressor flat?
A:  No, Firestone compressors are oil-less and can be mounted 

in any direction.

Q:  Will putting the vehicle up on a hoist or a two post lift hurt 
the springs?

A:  No. Firestone air springs use technology from our heavy 
truck Airide™ springs and can withstand thousands of 
pounds of pulling force without damage.

Q:  Are Firestone Ride-Rite™ air spring still under warranty if I 
have a custom application?

A:  It depends on the failure mode. If it’s a manufacturing 
defect, we’ll stand behind our product. If it’s due to mis-
use or application, such as over-extended, rubbing other 
parts, too much pressure, or other suspension design or 
fabrication issues, then we can’t cover the air spring.

Q: Do I need to add a dryer to my compressor kit?
A:  In our experience, intermittent use of our systems and 

how they’re operated do not necessitate an air dryer. 
We recommend building loops into the air lines to act as 
traps for moisture so water does not flow back into the 
compressor head. See the installation guide for examples.

Q: Can I buy directly from Firestone?
A:  No, we do not sell direct. For retail locations near you, 

please visit www.riderite.com and click Where To Buy.

Q: What happens if I overinflate an air spring by one PSI?
A:  Generally, overinflating by one PSI will not damage your air 

springs.

Q: Is it okay to drive loaded at 100 PSI?
A:  Yes, our air springs are designed and tested to withstand 

the roughest conditions. They will withstand pressure 
spikes they will see from driving over large bumps and 
uneven terrain.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

These are the most frequently asked questions. For additional information, please consult the installation instructions on 
the web site, operator’s guide, or visit riderite.com.


